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Stepwise frequency tuning of a gyrotron backward-wave oscillator
T. H. Chang
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The gyrotron backward-wave oscillator(gyro-BWO) features broadband tunability, but ragged
tuning curves are frequently observed experimentally. Accordingly, a Ka-band gyro-BWO
experiment with external circuit mismatch was conducted to examine its tuning properties at two
reflected strengths: one is slightly mismatched(15 dB reflection) and the other can be categorized
as matched(30 dB reflection). Stepwise frequency tunings by varying the magnetic field, the beam
voltage, and the beam current were observed under mismatched conditions. A self-locking model
was introduced using the concept of injection-locking, where the output and reinjected signals tend
to form a stable phase relation, favoring certain discrete oscillation frequencies. The observed
frequencies agree closely with the calculated frequencies. Smooth tuning curves were also obtained,
revealing a remedy for the stepwise tuning of a gyro-BWO. ©2005 American Institute of Physics.
[DOI: 10.1063/1.1827217]
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I. INTRODUCTION

Among gyrotron oscillators, the gyrotron backwa
wave oscillator(gyro-BWO) exhibits superior frequency tu
ability. The oscillation formed by an internal feedback lo
is composed of a forward-moving electron beam an
backward-propagating wave. Figure 1 plots thev-kz diagram
of the gyro-BWO. The parabola is the dispersion relatio
the waveguide mode and the oblique line is the beam-w
resonant line. Varying the magnetic fieldB0 or the beam
voltageVb changes their intersection, and therefore the o
ating conditions. Smooth variations in the frequency and
put power are theoretically predicted. However, ragged1–3 or
even piecewise discontinuous4,5 tuning curves have been o
served in most of the gyro-BWO experiments.

Multimode competition, single-mode self-modulati
and circuit reflection are the three major causes of the ra
frequency tuning in the gyro-BWO. The competition am
different axial modess,=1,2,3, . . .d of the operating TE11

mode with fundamental cyclotron harmonicss=1d is typi-
cally more critical than that among various transverse m
sTEmnd with higher cyclotron harmonicsssù2d.6 Each axia
mode has its distinct field profile and electron transit ang
the onset stage.7 All the field profiles are similar at the sat
rated phase because of the nonlinear field contraction,8 which
thus increases the possibility of the axial m
competition.9–11

The self-modulation is caused by overdriving a sin
mode. Recent investigations reveal that self-modulation
mally takes place at a beam current that is several t
higher than the starting current for the gyromonotron;
gyro-BWO has a much broader stationary opera
regime.12–14Shortening the interaction length has been d
onstrated to effectively minimize the probability of mo
competition and considerably increasing the threshold
rent for nonstationary behavior.8 It effectively alleviates th

threat of unsmooth tuning by the two aforementioned mecha
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nisms. One issue that remains to be examined is the eff
external circuit reflection.

End reflection originates from various sources, suc
structural nonuniformity, window mismatch, and the m
match of the external circuit. The reflected signal is r
jected into the interaction section to modify the oscilla
condition.15 The reinjected signal and original oscillat
tend to form another steady-state phase relation, in whic
phase difference between these two signals is constan
time.16–18 The phase relation favors certain frequencie
oscillation, thus resulting in stepwise tuning curves. Su
frequency pulling effect is critical to parameter-sensitive
cillation, such as gyro-BWO. The reflection-induced ef
has been investigated in some high power microw
oscillators,18–24 but works that involve the gyro-BWO a
few.

A Ka-band gyro-BWO experiment was performed to
amine the stepwise tuning under various operating pa
eters with external circuit reflection. A simplified se
locking model is introduced to elucidate the physical ca
of the stepwise frequency tuning. The rest of this pap
organized as follows. Section II describes the experim
setup. Section III proposes a self-locking model. Sectio
presents the experimental observations, which are com
with the calculated results. Section V summarizes this w
and provides suggestions for future studies.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Figure 2 schematically depicts the investigated Ka-b
gyro-BWO. A magnetron injection gun generates the e
tron beam. The applied beam voltageVb extracts and acce
erates the electrons, which then propagate along the
netic field through the magnetic compression in the
region. At the entry of the interaction section, the beam
rameters are estimated as the velocity spreadsDvz/vzd of

-<5% and the pitch anglea of 0.8–1.1. The interaction sec-
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tion is entirely immersed in a uniform magnetic fieldB0 pro-
vided by a superconducting magnet. After the interaction
spent electron beam is dumped onto the collector, wher
collected electrons are measured as the beam currentIb. The
beam current is kept as a constant of 4 A for both the m
netic field B0 tuning and the beam voltageVb tuning. The
magnetic field and the beam voltage are maintaine
14.6 kG and 100 kV, respectively, for the beam current
ing.

The interaction section consists of a uniform length
30 mm and a radius of 2.68 mm; both ends are connecte
slightly asymmetric tapered sections with lengths 35
(upstream) and 40 mm(downstream) to a short straight se
tion with a radius of 3.175 mm. The magnetic field in
upstream taper section is also slightly up-tapered. Both
waveguide tapering and the magnetic field tapering not
enhance the interaction efficiency of gyro-BWO, but eli
nate the possible mode competition. The upstream tape
tion also functions as a mode and polarization converter25 of
the circularly polarized TE11 wave back into a linearly po
larized TE11 wave in the cylindrical waveguide. It the
couples the wave out from a hole on the wall of the cy
drical waveguide with a TE10 mode in the rectangular wav
guide for further diagnosis. Both forward and backw
waves are transmitted through a WR-28 waveguide of le
L 89.6 mm, as shown in the Fig. 2.

To explore the effect of the external reflection, an ar
cial circuit mismatch is introduced to produce wave refl
tion and, thereby, elucidate the effect of the external re

FIG. 1. Thev-kz diagram of a waveguide mode(parabola) and the beam
wave resonant line(oblique line) with fundamental cyclotron harmonicsss
=1d. The waveguide mode is TE11. The intersection, the resonant point, fa
in the backward regimeskzø0d of gyro-BWO. The operating points can
adjusted by changing the magnetic field, the beam voltage, or the
current.

FIG. 2. The schematic diagram depicts the experimental configuratio
magnet. The electron beam is generated by a magnetron injection gu

circuit mismatch is applied to generate a reflection.
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tion. The dominant output power is associated wit
backward wave for the gyro-BWO. The circuit mismatch(an
iris) is placed near the end of the room-temperature bo
the superconducting magnet for the backward-wave s
but not for the forward-wave signal. Two reflected streng
15 dB and 30 dB are applied: the former represents
tively poor matching while the latter represents a g
matching. A severe reflection, which might be respons
for some complicated behavior or even chaotic behavio
beyond the scope of this work. The diagnostic system
cludes a power detecting unit and a frequency meter.
output power is detected using a well-calibrated crysta
tector (with an estimated accuracy of ±5%) and the fre
quency is measured using a precision frequency meter(with
resolution of 5 MHz).

III. SELF-LOCKING MODEL

The injection locking technique is commonly used
phase and amplitude control over a free-running oscillat
involves injecting an external signal of frequencyv1 into an
oscillator of resonant frequencyv0. When the free-runnin
oscillator is locked by an externally injected signal, the
cillation frequency is determined exactly by the frequenc
the external signalv1. The resultant amplitudeV and the
phase differencef between the injected and locked sign
depend on some factors, such as the initial frequency
ration sv0−v1d, the ratio of the injected power and the or
nal oscillating power, and the quality factor of the oscilla

Figure 3(a) shows the schematic diagram of an injec
locking model using an effective lump circuit. The effec
electromagnetic resonance is expressed in terms of th
pacitanceCeff and inductanceLeff. The conductanceGeff rep-
resents the effective total power loss, including ohmic
diffraction losses. The negative conductance ofGm implies
that the medium, the electron beam, can generate, rathe
dissipate, a wave. Assume the injected signal(with subindex
1) and output signal can be expressed as follows:

v1 = V1e
jv1t, v = Vejv0t+jf, s1d

where V1 and V are amplitudes. Substituting Eq.(1) into
Kirchhoff’s loop rule and decomposing the real and im
nary parts, yields the following phase relation:

df

dt
+ sv1 − v0d =

v0

Q

V1

V
sinf, s2d

whereQ is the quality factor.

Ka-band gyro-BWO. The entire tube is placed in the bore of a supe
oth forward and backward waves are extracted for further diagnosisl
n of a
n. B
license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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This study adapts the above concept to the conditio
interests by treating the reflected signal as an injected
Figure 3(b) schematically depicts the self-locking effect
der study. A reflected signal is usually caused by the ext
circuit mismatch. Under steady-state operation, the p
differencef must be constant in time and the resonant
quencies are the samev0. Analyzing Eq.(2) yields the phas
differencef of 2mp, wherem is the integer. This study
concerned only with the steady-state condition. A much m
comprehensive time-dependent model can be found in
18. Therefore, the round-trip phase differencef can be ex
pressed as

f =
2p

lg
2L + f0 =

4pL

c
Îsf2 − fc

2d + f0, s3d

wherelg, L, c, andfc are the guided wavelength, the exter
circuit length, the speed of light, and the cutoff frequenc
the waveguide, respectively. Notably, the phase constaf0

is determined by the boundary conditions and only slig
influences the resonant frequency. For convenience,f0 is set
to zero.

The phase relation indicates that certain frequencie
favored. These are

fm =Îfc
2 + Sm

2
D2S c

L
D2

, s4d

where m is a positive integer andfm is mth preferred fre
quency. The favoring of some particular frequencies rev
that the oscillation may be stuck in a particular mode.
following experimental results further demonstrate this
fect.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Magnetic field tuning

Figure 4 shows the tunability of the magnetic field
two different circuit reflections. The beam current and v
age are 4 A and 100 kV, respectively. Figure 4(a) plots the

FIG. 3. (a) An injection locking model in which the oscillation is expres
as an effective lump circuit.(b) A self-locking model in which the pha
relation between the output signal and the reinjected signal is shown
interaction structure of the oscillator and a representative field profil
also displayed as a reference.
output power versus the magnetic field, while Fig. 4(b)
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shows the oscillation frequency vs the magnetic field.
maximum output power is 106 kW, corresponding to an
ficiency of 26%. For a 15 dB reflection(dashed lines wit
empty squares), the output power and oscillation frequen
both exhibit zigzag tuning curves as the magnetic fiel
increased from 14.1 to 14.7 kG. This effect is appare
alleviated when the reflection is reduced to a much lo
value of 30 dB(solid lines with filled circles).

B. Beam voltage tuning

Figure 5 illustrates the output power and oscillation
quency versus the operating beam voltage. The beam vo
is varied from 80 kV to 100 kV, while the beam curr
and the magnetic field are fixed at 4 A and 14.6 kG, res
tively. Figures 5(a) and 5(b) plot the power and frequen
versus the beam voltage, respectively. The maximum
ciency is 26%. As in Fig. 4, the amplitude of reflection
termines the smoothness of the tuning curves. Reducin
reflection from 15 dB(dashed lines with empty squares) to
30 dB (solid lines with filled circles) is to smoothen the tu
ing of both power and frequency.

C. Beam current tuning

Altering the beam current can modify the interaction
namics and subsequently detune the oscillation frequ
The presence of the electron beam modifies the effe
dielectric constant, leading to an up shift in reson
frequency.26 This effect is particularly evident for
parameter-sensitive oscillation, e.g., the gyro-BWO.
though the current tuning is not a common means of ad

e

FIG. 4. Output power and oscillation frequency vs the magnetic field i
cases of poor matching(15 dB, dashed lines with empty squares) and good
matching (30 dB, solid lines with filled circles), respectively. The bea
current is 4 A and the beam voltage is 100 kV.
ing the resonant frequency, this result still can be used to
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elucidate the stepwise tuning effect. Figure 6 displays
tuning of the beam current while the beam voltage and
magnetic field are kept at 100 kV and 14.6 kG, respecti
The beam current is increased from the start-oscillation
rent of 0.95 A to a maximum value of 6 A. Figures 6(a) and

FIG. 5. Output power and oscillation frequency vs the operating beam
age in the cases of poor matching(15 dB, dashed lines with empty squar)
and good matching(30 dB, solid lines with filled circles), respectively. Th
beam current is 4 A and the magnetic field is 14.6 kG.

FIG. 6. Output power and oscillation frequency vs the operating beam
rent in the cases of poor matching(15 dB, dashed lines with empty squar)
and good matching(30 dB, solid lines with filled circles). The beam voltag

and the magnetic field are 100 kV and 14.6 kG, respectively.
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6(b) plot the output power and oscillation frequency ve
the beam current, respectively. As in Figs. 4 and 5, step
frequency tuning is observed in the circuit with a reflec
of 15 dB. When the circuit reflection is reduced to 30 dB,
power and frequency tuning curves(solid lines with filled
circles) are smoother than at 15 dB.

Table I summarizes the calculated and measured
quencies. The calculated frequencies are obtained from
(4) with the lengthL of 89.6 cm and indexm from 154 to
160. The frequencies are measured at the maximum o
power of each mode, except in the case of beam cu
tuning, in which the frequencies are measured in the m
of each step. Interestingly, reducing the reflection does
alter the frequency separation, but effectively minimizes
stepwise tuning effect. The calculated and measured fre
cies of the three tunings are consistent with each other

Like the stepwise operating frequencies, the ou
power also exhibits a zigzag tuning characteristic. Suc
fects are qualitatively specified as follows. The refle
power can be regarded as a reinjected signal, so the o
output power is slightly enhanced, just as in the case o
injection locking. Greater injected power corresponds to
more output power. Hence, the total output power with
reflections15 dBd is normally exceeds that with low refle
tion s30 dBd. As the operating parameters are changed
oscillation signal and reinjected signal are not always in
chronization, resulting in the phase mismatch and ra
tuning.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The work demonstrates that the reflection is respon
for the stepwise frequency tuning, even in the absenc
mode competition and self-modulation. This effect was e
cially evident for a parameter-dependent oscillation, suc
gyro-BWO.

The results predicted by the self-locking model are
sistent with the experimental results. The rippled ou
power and piecewise oscillation frequencies of magn

-

TABLE I. Calculated and measured frequencies against the magnetic
the beam voltage, and the beam current tunings. The calculated frequ
are obtained from Eq.(4) with length L=89.6 cm andm=154–160. Th
measured frequencies are taken at the maximum output power o
mode, except in the case of beam current tuning where the frequenc
measured in the middle of each step. The symbol “-” indicates that the
was unavailable.

Self-locking model
(calculated)

Magnetic
field tuning
(measured)

Beam
voltage tuning

(measured)

Beam
current tuning

(measured)

33.252sm=154d 33.27 - 33.26

33.382sm=155d 33.41 - 33.41

33.512sm=156d 33.53 - 33.50

33.643sm=157d 33.64 33.64 -

33.774sm=158d - 33.77 -

33.905sm=159d - 33.88 -

34.036sm=160d - 34.00 -
field, beam voltage, and beam current tunings could be rem-
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edied by simply reducing the reflection down to a value
30 dB. The excellent agreement as shown in Table I prov
a preliminary physical explanation for the ragged tun
caused by the external reflections. A more thorough the
ical study is being performed.

The fact that the oscillation frequency is sensitive to
external reflection reveals that the operation of gyro-B
depends strongly on the dynamics of the operating pa
eters. Understanding this characteristic helps us to ac
smooth tunings and to realize the advantage of the broad
frequency tunability of gyro-BWO. However, some pheno
ena demand further explanation, e.g., the stability du
mode transitionm and nonstationary behavior due to he
reflection. These phenomena suggest areas that requir
ther numerical and experimental studies.
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